Based on the incredibly popular online game with over 35 million plays!

Travel in time to a medieval battlefield in this brand-new 3D
edition of the popular Castle Clout game! Only you can bring
order to the lawless lands and unite the empire. But first you
must defeat your enemies and destroy their strongholds with your
mighty catapult. Boulders, bombs and more blaze through the air
to batter walls and topple foes. Try not to duck as enemies and
ammunition fly out of the screen!

The exciting physics-based play is similar to popular slingshot
games but takes expert timing and clever strategy to master.
Choose your ammo and angle of attack, and release at the
right moment to maximize the damage you inflict. Enjoy
over 300 levels, and expand your battle
for the kingdom with the
new multiplayer mode!

Over 300 levels &
multiplayer mode!

Challenge your friends and family in multiplayer mode!
Take turns shooting missiles to score damage points and topple your opponent’s king and queen.
Use all the firepower you can muster to bust through walls fortified with wood, stone and steel.
Be the first to destroy your opponent’s castle before you run out of ammo! With strategic planning
and deadly aim, will you emerge the victor in this medieval battle royal?

Conquer kingdoms on 5 continents
Battle for control of the Forest, Frost,
Desert, Stone and Burning Lands.

Battle through over 300 levels
Earn Gold, Silver and Bronze trophies for each level you complete.

Choose from 20 special ammo types

Build custom levels
Use wood, stone and
metal to build elaborate
fortifications, each with
different properties.
Then fill them with
a variety of colorful
foes to create your
perfect level.

Enemies crash out of the screen as
you hit them with stones, bombs,
plagues and more.

20+ detailed
backgrounds
Easy-to-use
controls
Just aim, set and
release!
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